
 

 

 

From our youngest years, our families are 
foundational as we develop our views of the world.  
This is especially true in the area of finances.  Our 
parents’ perspectives shape much of our adult 
thinking.  In the case of one “ordinary” couple, as 
they call themselves, John and Sherri share how their 
early years were foundational in lending them wisdom 
that would inspire their future giving.  They speak 
convincingly on the power of family serving together 
to impact the Kingdom of God.  Most importantly, 
their message is about God at work, continually 
challenging and shaping their lives and ministry to 
bring joy and fulfillment through generosity. 

John and Sherri both were raised by parents who had lived 
through and had been heavily impacted by the Great 
Depression.  Sherri’s father was in the Navy so her family 
moved around every two or three years.  Her parents were 
very hard workers.  They were also very frugal.  She 
remembers her mom making all their clothes, even her 
wedding dress.  Notably, her parents never borrowed the 
excuse of moving as a reason not to become involved in a 
local church wherever they landed.  They quietly modeled 
servanthood through their willingness to step up right 
away and serve according to their strengths within the 
church.  Sherri’s parents encouraged her and her three 
siblings to give from their small allowances and to 
volunteer themselves.    

John also grew up in a very frugal home.  He learned the 
concept of recycling very early on, as nothing he wore was 
ever new, but passed down from an older brother.  He 
reminisces that everything in his household was reusable.  
Nothing was thrown away or wasted!  Upon his request, 
he got his first new suit for his high school graduation.  He 
also remembers the wisdom of his father, “Giving is a 
habit.” 

John carried this notion of frugality with him his whole 
life.  He speaks of a tension that was always present 
between frugality and conservation on the one hand and 
giving on the other.  He constantly felt the need to protect 
and preserve, all the while compelled to give.  John joined 
the Navy through an NROTC program after college and 
traveled all over the world.  This time resounds with  

 

 

 

meaning for him, “My eyes, my mind, my whole heart was 
opened.  I saw people and places and poverty and sickness, 
how people got treated.  I saw faces.”  John came home 
from these overseas experiences with an acute sense of his 
relative wealth and daily security. Those feeling have never 
left him.  He still weeps on this thought. 

As if his 
Navy 
adventures 
were not 
enough, 
John took 
Sherri 
along for 
new adventures riding through five separate careers in the 
course of their marriage.  He distinctly recalls his 
experience of standing on the first rung of the proverbial 
corporate “ladder” five times over the course of his adult 
life.  On two of these occasions, he did not have a plan or 
any idea what was next.   Through four of these 
transitions, John and Sherri’s net worth dropped nearly to 
zero.  These challenges and changes were all very 
formative. 

Around Thanksgiving one year, Sherri received a flyer in 
the mail from a local homeless shelter.  On it was a picture 
of a man’s face and the claim that for less than $2 he could 
be fed a Thanksgiving meal.  This broke Sherri’s heart.  
Although they had little to give at the time, they sent in a 
check for $25.00.  She recalls this moment as a turning 
point in their giving journey, “Start with little baby steps 
and let God do the rest.”   

While John and Sherri had given here and there, it was 
more random than planned.  As with the homeless shelter, 
their giving was often a response to being approached 
rather than a proactive effort.  John began to have a sense 
that their giving should be addressed in a more organized 
fashion. 

John, the consummate businessman, always wanted to cut 
a deal.  Of course he did no differently with God.  John 
did not feel obligated to give any prescribed percentage to 
the Lord. He came to God one day, just as he was, and 
“struck a deal” to give 2% of his earnings.  God seemed to 
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grant his approval over that first intentional step toward 
giving.  Baby steps.  And John remembered his dad’s 
words, “Giving is a habit.” 

John and Sherri began having more and more 
conversations around the topic of giving.  For them giving 
was not relegated to financial resources alone, but to all 
areas.  John reinforces, “This is not about the money.  This 
is a heart issue.  This is a matter of engagement.  The true 
concepts of stewardship- time, talents and resources, must 
be bundled together.  Resources are one small part of the 
whole thing.”  Over the next several years John and Sherri 
really began to grow in the area of stewardship.  They 
opened their home every other week for eight years to 
sixty-some high school students.  While there were several 
broken chairs and countless spilled sodas, this was a 
wonderful time of ministry for them as a couple.  

This was also a time of significance in terms of their 
growth in giving as an integrated team.  They were 
intentionally serving together in areas of their giftedness.  
They also began praying for Godly counsel as they were 
convicted that they were quite wealthy from a worldly 
perspective and should seek biblical wisdom as to what to 
do with their excess.  They sought counsel from a pastor 
who pointed them toward Generous Giving.  They were 
also introduced to the National Christian Foundation and 
Crown Financial Ministries.  These were all resources that 
could help them direct their resources in a Godly direction.   

A huge part of their generosity journey has been to include 
others along the way.  This has taken place in several 
different forms.  For Sherri, one very practical way she saw 

fit to share her 
passion for serving, 
was through the 
women’s ministry at 
her church.  She 

remembers, “I had this real burden.  We need to get out, 
we need to serve.”  She enlisted in a ministry called “Social 
Concerns” which challenged suburban women to become 
involved in serving in the area of social justice, mostly in 
the inner city of Milwaukee.   

John and Sherri both continued to serve in the city and 
enjoyed the fruits of their efforts.  It seemed to them that 
the next logical step was to invite their children and 
grandchildren to join them in what they were doing.  Their 
three sons and two daughters-in-law each have a heart to 
serve those in need in different ways.  John and Sherri 
beam with pride and joy as they reflect upon their children.  

Though tears, John says that inviting their family to join 
them was a “slam dunk.” 

One of the priorities along their path toward growth was 
to explore unfamiliar settings. Venturing into the inner city 
of Milwaukee was one way to do that.  Another way was to 
help start a university in the Congo of Africa.  With the 
special intent to develop leaders with honesty and 
Christian ethics, this school also teaches English to its 
students, allowing them to more easily enter today’s world 
marketplace.  

As John and Sherri’s giving grew, so did the sense that they 
needed to become more structured in their giving.  They 
made a decision to set up two family foundations, a private 
foundation and one through the National Christian 
Foundation.  John described that this kind of structure 
represents their commitment and forces them to take 
action.  Rather than sitting on the back-burner, through 
the formality of the foundations, their giving has become a 
“front-burner” item.  Their foundations operate on three 
basic principles.  One:  Stay Local.  Two: Help those in 
need.  Three: A Christian response must be available to 
change hearts as well as circumstances. 

They also emphasize the importance of sustainability.  
With the family now grown they give roughly half of their 
income to Kingdom activities, including their church.  
Sherri humbly states, “We are nobody special.  We are just 
doing what God has called us to do.  We’ve all been 
designed by God to be generous because he’s a generous 
God.  We’re just ordinary people responding to his call.”  
They feel that with generosity comes two very important 
responsibilities.  One, as their testimony exemplifies, share 
it with others!  Two, outcomes are important, so it is 
important to make wise choices concerning where 
resources are allocated. 

John and Sherri repeatedly emphasize that this has been a 
process.  John says, “For us, this issue of experiencing the 
road of generosity is in fact a life-long journey.  We are in 
process right now.”  Their journey is unique to them and 
yet they believe there are some helpful principles that can 
guide anyone’s giving.  First, identify a passion.  Second, 
pray and seek God’s direction.  Third, engage others in the 
process.  Lastly, celebrate the real rewards that God gives.  
Sherri recalls the verse found in Hebrews 13:16, “Do not 
neglect doing good and sharing.  For with these sacrifices 
God is pleased.” 
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